PWR LLC offers a complete line of hardware!

**Auxiliary Framing**
Auxiliary Frame Channel, Auxiliary Framing Bar, Framing Angle with Attachment Holes, Wall Angle Attachment Kits, Support Kits, and Aux channel with Isolation Bushings, Framing Clip Kits with Bolts (Single & Double), Framing Splice Kits - with Block (Seismic), Plates (Seismic), Internal or External. Anti-Slip Kits for Cable Rack to Aux Channel, "T" Junction and "X" Junction Kits, Junction Kits for Aux Framing with 3 or 5 Hole Plates, Intersection Kits, Crossover Kits, and More!

**Cable Racks**
Cable Racks with Solid Stringers, with Tubular Stringers, with C-Channel Stringers, Trough Style, with Sold Stringers and Junction Holes, with C-Channel Stringers and Strap Holes, with Junction Holes (Trough Style), with Solid Strings and 2 Junction Holes, with Universal Inside/outside, Cable Rack Bends with 90° Horizontal, Cable Rack pans, Pivot Splice Assemblies (and Continuity), Cable Support Tube Kits, "T" Pivot Assemblies (and Continuity), Adjustable Vertical Splice Assemblies, and More!

**Customized Bus/Ground Kits**
Inclusive of Mounting Hardware, Insulator Kits and Plexi-Glass Covers. Bars are cut and drilled to customer specifications, and More!

**Hardware Lugs**

**Equipment Racks**
Aluminum Equipment Racks (Data) Light Duty, Telco Racks (Single Hole and Double Hole Junction), Wall Mounted Equipment Racks, Cabling Sections, "D" Rings for 6" Cabling Section, Floor Mounting Kit, Slide Out Keyboard Shelves, Center Mount and Flush Mount Shelves, Caster Base Kits, Plate Kits for 6", 9" and 12" Cable Racks, Wire Management Panels (1, 2 and 3 Mgt Spaces), Wire Management Rings, Rack Adapters, Rack Stand-Offs, Blank Filler Panels, and More!

**Hardware**

Visit Us Today: www.pwrllc.com